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Abstract

Information technology has made possible the capture and accessing of a large number of data and knowledge bases,

which in turn has brought about the problem of information overload. Text mining to turn textual information into

knowledge has become a very active research area, but much of the research remains restricted to the English language. Due

to the differences in linguistic characteristics and methods of natural language processing, many existing text analysis

approaches have yet to be shown to be useful for the Chinese language. This research focuses on the automatic generation of

a hierarchical knowledge map NewsMap, based on online Chinese news, particularly the finance and health sections.

Whether in print or online, news still represents one important knowledge source that people produce and consume on a

daily basis. The hierarchical knowledge map can be used as a tool for browsing business intelligence and medical knowledge

hidden in news articles. In order to assess the quality of the map, an empirical study was conducted which shows that the

categories of the hierarchical knowledge map generated by NewsMap are better than those generated by regular news

readers, both in terms of recall and precision, on the sub-level categories but not on the top-level categories. NewsMap

employs an improved interface combining a 1D alphabetical hierarchical list and a 2D Self-Organizing Map (SOM) island

display. Another empirical study compared the two visualization displays and found that users’ performances can be

improved by taking advantage of the visual cues of the 2D SOM display.
D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The information technology think tank Gartner

Group defines Knowledge Management (KM) as: ‘‘a

discipline that promotes an integrated approach to

identifying, capturing, retrieving, sharing and evalu-
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ating an enterprise’s information assets’’ [16]. Current

information technology ably enables people to capture

and access large amounts of information in structured

and semi-structured data and knowledge bases, caus-

ing there to be more information available than

humans can process, a phenomenon commonly re-

ferred to as ‘‘information overload’’ [3,7]. To alleviate

information overload, current Knowledge Manage-

ment researchers are applying newer artificial intelli-

gence and visualization techniques to extract and

visualize knowledge from the mass of information.
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Information users usually employ one of two

strategies to locate information of interest: searching

and browsing. First, the users search when they

already have in mind a topic or some keywords.

Full-text information retrieval systems [35] and Inter-

net search engines such as Google and Alta Vista are

typical examples of systems that deal extensively with

searching problems. Second, users browse when they

do not have a specific thing they want to look for,

whether it be an unfamiliar area in which they are

interested and want to explore or something that has

aroused curiosity. The research reported here primar-

ily focuses on the browsing aspect of information

seeking, because providing hierarchical subject cate-

gories (akin to Yahoo! directory) or knowledge maps

(knowledge structures represented by a map meta-

phor) has been shown to be an effective way to

support browsing behaviors [5,8,20,25,26].

The explosion of information has made manual

efforts to create subject categories or knowledge

maps an overwhelming task. Furthermore, normal

information users often are not capable of navigat-

ing through a large space of information. An auto-

matic approach to creating subject categories or

knowledge maps therefore is necessary to provide

relief for both the information creators and informa-

tion users. In order to create such knowledge

structures from diverse information and knowledge

sources, Gartner Group has suggested a bottom-up

approach that includes data extraction, linguistic

analysis, dictionary/thesaurus creation, semantic net-

works, clustering/categorization, and concept yellow

pages [16]. Our research follows this bottom-up

approach by extracting relevant phrases from a news

collection using a statistical phrase extractor, hierar-

chical categorizing, and visualizing the knowledge

maps.

The challenges of this research are to create high-

quality hierarchical knowledge maps and to create

effective visualizations for those knowledge maps.

This research adopts an automatic approach to gener-

ating a hierarchical knowledge map for knowledge

sources, in particular Chinese news sources. Through

knowledge representation using Updateable PAT-Tree

Phrase Extraction, clustering analysis using Self-Orga-

nizing Map, and knowledge map visualization, our

research aims to alleviate the problem of information

overload.
2. Automatic knowledge map for Chinese news:

literature review

A map is a drawing that reveals physical and/or

abstract relationships for places or objects of inter-

est. Throughout human history, people have been

creating physical maps, such as cave paintings,

atlases, and more recently satellite scans and three-

dimensional computer visualization. Examples of

abstract maps include Concept Map for learning

objects [29] and Mind Map for improving memori-

zation [4]. A knowledge map is a knowledge repre-

sentation that reveals the underlying relationships of

the knowledge sources, using a map metaphor for

spatial display. For example, a knowledge map for

news articles could highlight the current major news

topics and their relationships by using blocks to

represent key concepts and possibly using lines to

represent relationships.

Although users’ interactions with an information

technology system could be a valuable source of

information, this research assumes that there exists

content from which a map can be derived, either

directly or readily obtainable from the Internet. The

following subsections review existing approaches to

generating knowledge maps, characteristics of news,

and why adaptation to Chinese content is important.

2.1. Knowledge map systems

2.1.1. Subject hierarchy

A subject hierarchy or directory is an alphabetical

list of topics organized into groups and subgroups.

Although lacking the visualization of a map, it is a

simple yet effective way to categorize a large volume

of information, especially when coupled with a

search function, such as telephone yellow pages

and the Library of Congress classification system.

Representative examples on the Internet include

Yahoo! (http://www.yahoo.com) and the Open Direc-

tory Project (http://www.dmoz.org). However, limi-

tations of an alphabetic display have been recognized

in Refs. [15,17,27]. The main disadvantage of list

display is that the interface itself becomes increas-

ingly difficult for a user to navigate as the hierarchy

grows larger. Furthermore, the relationships between

topics on the same level cannot be expressed in a

linear list.

http://www.yahoo.com
http://www.dmoz.org
http://www.yahoo.com
http://www.dmoz.org
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2.1.2. Manual knowledge maps

Concept Map [29] and Mind Map [4] are draw-

ings in which blocks represent concepts or things

and connecting lines represent relationships. These

maps are used to help better organize, understand,

and memorize knowledge. However, the creation

process is very personal and demanding of the map

creator’s cognitive skills. To lighten the manual

process, Shneiderman [36] has identified eight activ-

ities that support creativity and has proposed the

GenEx (Generator of Excellence) framework to help

designers create powerful tools that enable users to

be more creative more of the time. However, the

manual approach is not scalable to the processing of

large amounts of information, because a manual

knowledge map is not only limited in scope and

timeliness, but it is also slow and cumbersome. In

order to create a knowledge map that closely

matches a mental model, an intelligent, automatic

categorization algorithm must be employed.

2.1.3. Automatic knowledge maps

Dodge and Kitchin [13] did a comprehensive

survey of maps of cyberspace (cybermaps) that

have been generated since the inception of the

Internet and categorized them into three categories:

mapping infrastructure and traffic, mapping the

Web, and mapping conversation and community.

Similarly, automatic knowledge maps can be cate-

gorized into three categories based on their knowl-

edge characteristics.

2.1.3.1. A. Numerical. Visualization of numbers

was among the earliest map applications. When

the numbers have physical correspondence, the

maps are easily understood. For example, the Inter-

net’s statistics on inbound and outbound traffic and

the domain host’s density can be readily layered on

top of the physical infrastructure maps to reveal the

growth and demographics of the Internet over time

(http://www.telegeography.com). In contrast, visual-

izing the financial landscape does not have any

immediate physical meaning, so visualization algo-

rithms need to be employed to provide meaning to

the position and size on the map. For example,

SmartMoney.com uses Ordered Treemap to place

about 600 companies such that similar companies

are placed close to each other and companies with

T.-H. Ong et al. / Decision Su
higher market capitalization are given a bigger size

[37].

2.1.3.2. B. Textual. Mapping textual knowledge

sources is more difficult than mapping numerical

knowledge sources because text has limited spatial

meaning but strong abstract or conceptual relation-

ships. One example of mapping textual knowledge is

Cartia’s NewsMap [12], which applies sophisticated

and proprietary lexical algorithms to analyze and, in

some senses ‘‘understand’’, the content of text docu-

ments and the relations between them to distill the key

topics and form the topic island map. Another com-

mon approach is to use neural networks, which are a

class of machine learning algorithms consistent with

human mental models [22]. In particular, the Kohonen

Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is an unsupervised neu-

ral networks algorithm that does not require a prede-

termined pattern in order to organize a large amount

of information into categories such that similar cate-

gories are placed close to each other, much as the

brain would do. Lin et al. [21] were some of the first

to adopt single-layer SOM to information retrieval, by

clustering important concepts in a small database of

140 abstracts related to artificial intelligence. He

found that SOM is able to create a semantic map that

captures the relationships between concepts. Howev-

er, the concepts are subject descriptors manually

indexed by librarians. One of the earlier automatic

hierarchical knowledge map generation systems,

reported in Ref. [6], was for categorizing a portion

of the Internet web pages contained in the Yahoo!

Entertainment sub-category (about 110,000 web

pages). A subsequent empirical study in Ref. [8]

showed that the system could successfully categorize

a large amount of information into a meaningful

hierarchy of subject maps. A prototype system

showed that both fisheye and fractal views could

increase the effectiveness of the SOM visualization

[42]. In addition, WEBSOM was created to generate a

large one-level SOM map based on 1 million news-

group documents [18]; the map provided a zoomable

but not a hierarchical structure.

2.1.3.3. C. Social. The third kind of knowledgemaps

visualizes human relationships in a community. Rich

knowledge sourcesmay include numerical, textual, and

relationship links. Social visualization research repre-

http://www.telegeography.com
http://www.telegeography.com
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sents human behavior graphically. For example, sys-

tems such as Loom [14] and PeopleGarden [40] pro-

vide a graphical representation of who starts a

discussion, who talks with whom, how long a person

stays, and how lively a discussion is. Chat Circles [14]

aims to facilitate synchronous conversation in an online

chat room, where each participant is assigned a circle

and the size of the circle indicates the freshness of a

posting. Users can only ‘‘hear’’ from or ‘‘talk’’ to others

in their vicinity. They can also move their circles

around to find an appropriate subgroup to talk with.

However, our research focused on textual knowledge

maps because our goal was to generate knowledge

maps from a large textual knowlegde collection.

2.2. Internet news portals

News is an important knowledge source for

creating knowledge maps, since most people still

rely on reading the news to gather new information

and useful knowledge. News represents important

knowledge about human activities on a daily basis,

ranging from political and economic topics to health

and science. For business people, the finance section

of a newspaper is a must to keep abreast of the

current business environment and activities. For

general readers who are not health-care professio-

nals, the health section of a newspaper provides

adequate coverage of health issues and knowledge

relevant to living a healthy lifestyle. Compared with

normal web pages, news is also an excellent text

mining testbed because it is usually written by a

select group of reporters with strong editorial support

to ensure high quality.

News Portals, such as Yahoo! News and Excite

News, act as an intermediary to deliver the news

created by news services such as Associated Press

and Reuters with value-added services and custom-

ization [23]. Some news portals, such as CNN and

MSNBC, also house their own writing staffs. How-

ever, current technology like Google focuses mainly

on sophisticated searching capabilities and personali-

zation based on self-selected categories or on collab-

orative filtering [19] and relevant links to the news

that the readers are reading.

Currently, newspapers only broadly divide the

news into different sections, which should be suffi-

cient if the readers quickly browse through the head-
lines to look for interesting news on a particular day.

However, the division into sections is insufficient

when the readers are trying to understand a particular

topic over a period of time.

One important value-added service that a news

portal can provide is helping readers understand news

content. For instance, news editors routinely categorize

interesting news into special topics to attract readers. In

the wake of the Enron investigation in the US, they

might put together several news articles related to

auditing practices from the past to the present, to give

readers a coherent story to explain and predict how

those practices will affect accounting conduct in the

future.

Such special topics are valuable knowledge sour-

ces, but creating them is laborious and at times costly.

They demand a lot of an editor’s cognitive skills and

time. Most importantly, the topics are very limited in

scope because they specifically target a particular

segment of their audience and are of little use for

the rest of the users who are interested in other topics.

In sum, the manual approach is costly and unable

to keep up with the enormous and growing volume of

news. Therefore, an automatic approach can enhance

this valuable service by providing a hierarchical

knowledge map to allow readers to browse different

evolving topics in a timely manner.

2.3. Chinese content

According to an AC Nielsen survey released on

April 22, 2002, the United States has the highest

number of Internet users at home: 166 million

people. China is second with around 56.6 million

households [31]. However, the number represents

only 5.5% of the Chinese population. In addition,

an earlier study by China Internet Network Infor-

mation Center (CNNIC) released on February 20,

2001 showed that 76% of Chinese Internet users

access Chinese-language information [30]. There-

fore, the need for Chinese information sources is

huge and growing fast.

Information Retrieval research has a long tradition

in English, whereas IR research in Chinese is rela-

tively new. The foundation of Information Retrieval is

indexing, the process of representing a document with

a vector of terms [35]. Multi-word phrases are pre-

ferred to single words, because phrases capture a
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richer linguistic representation of a document [1]. A

Chinese sentence is made up of a consecutive se-

quence of Chinese characters, so the indexing task

becomes extracting the longest meaningful sequence

of characters. Unlike English, which has already

developed many linguistically based approaches, the

Chinese indexing problem is still an active research

area, due to the lack of linguistic clues in the Chinese

language. Since linguistically based Chinese phrase

extractors are not yet successful and a dictionary

approach is limited to coverage of new vocabulary,

a statistical approach is often adopted for Chinese

[9,32,41]. Based on our previous research, we selected

a variation of the Updateable PAT-Tree Phrase Ex-

traction approach to extract phrases for indexing

purpose. This technique is able to extract long, precise

Chinese phrases.

This research aims to apply newer neural-network-

based categorization techniques to Chinese knowl-

edge sources. We are optimistic that the automatic

approach will work well for Chinese content, because

the document representation used by the categoriza-

tion technique is generic, and our indexing technique

is able to provide precise phrases that are representa-

tive of the documents.
3. Newsmap: facilitating knowledge browsing over

Chinese news

This section explains in detail the analysis algo-

rithms, testbed, and visualization interface for the

system. Fig. 1 shows the high-level process for

automatically generating hierarchical knowledge

maps. The key analysis algorithms are statistically

based Chinese Indexing and neural-network-based

SOM Categorization. We used Chinese news as our

testbed and visualized the results of hierarchical

knowledge maps by a combination of Internet browser

and Java applet.
Fig. 1. High-level process for automatic hie
3.1. Analysis algorithms

3.1.1. Chinese phrase extractor

Statistically based phrase extraction has roots in

collocations, which are defined as arbitrary and recur-

rent word combinations [10,11,38]. However, longer

phrases constructed from bigrams occur more fre-

quently, and the computation model is not scalable.

For a domain specific corpus, identifying the rigid

noun phrases, which are a type of collocations, is

more important, because of specialized vocabulary

and usage. Based on efficient data structure and

searching algorithms, the PAT-Tree Phrase Extraction

Approach [9,32] is an iterative process of identifying

significant lexical patterns by examining the statistical

frequencies and co-occurrences of sequences of Chi-

nese characters. Mutual information is a metric that

measures how frequently a pattern occurs in the

corpus, relative to its sub-patterns:

MIc ¼
fc

fleftc þ frightc � fc

Fig. 2 shows the Chinese phrase ‘‘artificial intelli-

gence’’ ( ), which is a pattern of interest. The left

and right sub-patterns are partial words that are not

meaningful in Chinese. Therefore, they are less likely

to occur on their own but are most likely to co-occur

with meaningful pattern c. In this case, all three

frequencies are equal, so MIc is high and close to 1,

which means pattern c is likely to be a good phrase.

On the other hand, if MIc is low and close to 0, the

pattern c is not likely to form a phrase.

The basic algorithmic requirement for this ap-

proach to work is that it must be able to calculate

the frequencies quickly. That means it needs both an

efficient data structure, such as semi-infinite string

representation, and an efficient search algorithm, such

as PAT-Tree, PAT array, and suffix array, that makes it

feasible to analyze a large training corpus [2,24].

Systems 39 (2005) 583–597 587
rarchical knowledge map generation.



Fig. 2. A potential pattern for a Chinese phrase and its sub-patterns.
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The algorithm first looks for the longest available

character sequences. For each length, extract all the

possible phrases of a particular length, and repeat this

process until there are no more phrases of this length

to be extracted. Then the algorithm moves to the next

smaller length. The criterion for a pattern to be

extracted is to pass the thresholds for predetermined

frequency and mutual information value.

After the phrase has been extracted, all its sub-

patterns, whether valid or invalid, may also be

extracted, which could potentially increase the errors

in phrase extraction. Therefore, our extension of

updateable data structure [32] supports online

updates to decrease the frequency of the extracted

phrase pattern. This ensures that the invalid sub-

patterns will not survive because frequency reduction

of the longer pattern will also decrease the frequency

of those invalid sub-patterns. However, the valid

sub-patterns may still survive as long as they exist

independently and pass the mutual information

threshold.

This approach is language-independent in nature

because it only cares about the frequency of the co-

occurring good phrases. With the appropriate choice

of analysis units, such as character for Chinese and

word for English or other western languages, one can

in theory extend this approach to phrase extraction in

many other languages. In our previous research [32],

we compared with a PAT-Tree approach [9] and found

that our updateable approach improve recall from 0.19

to 0.43 and precision from 0.52 to 0.70.

3.1.2. SOM categorization

In order to generate a hierarchical knowledge map,

the system needs to be able to categorize all the

indexing terms and group the broader categories on

a higher level while putting the narrower subcatego-

ries under one of the broader category. In addition, the

placement of the categories must be semantically

related. Our previous research has concluded that a

variant of the Kohonen self-organizing feature map

(SOM) is a suitable candidate. Its ability to label the
clusters created and its two-dimensional output makes

SOM appropriate for visualizing clusters. A scaleable

multi-layered graphical SOM approach to Internet

categorization developed in our previous research

can be used to create an intuitive, graphical display

of the important concepts contained in textual infor-

mation [6,33]. In addition, SOM was found to perform

at least as well as other clustering algorithms in

clustering text documents [34]. Below we describe

the steps of the multi-layered SOM algorithm:

1. Initialize input nodes, output nodes, and connec-

tion weights. After removing stopwords, we use

the top 1000 frequent Chinese terms extracted from

our news testbed as the input vector, because other

less-frequent terms are less likely to be selected as

main topics. We then create a 20-by-20 two-

dimensional map of 400 output nodes to support

placement of important topics. Next, we initialize

all the connection weights to small random

numbers.

2. Present all news articles in order. We represent

each news article by a vector of 1000 indexing

terms and present them to the system.

3. Compute distances to all nodes. We compute

distance dj between the input and each output

node j.

4. Select winning node j* and update weights to node

j* and neighbors. We select winning node j* as that

output node with minimum dj. Then we update

weights for node j* and its neighbors to reduce

their distances (between input nodes and output

nodes).

5. Label regions in map. After the network is trained

through repeated presentation of all inputs, we

assign a label to each output node by choosing the

one corresponding to the indexing term with the

largest weight (winning term). Neighboring nodes

that contain the same labels are merged to form a

region. Similarly, we submit each document as

input to the trained network again and assign it to

the winning node on the map. The resulting

knowledge map thus represents regions of impor-

tant categories (the more important the concept, the

larger the region) and news articles are assigned to

their corresponding regions.

6. Apply the above steps recursively for large regions.

For each map region that contains more than 100
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news articles, we conduct a recursive procedure of

generating another self-organizing map until each

region contains no more than 100 news articles.

3.2. Testbed: a Chinese news collection

The testbed news collection was provided by the

one of the biggest Taiwanese news companies, which

publishes seven Chinese newspapers in Taiwan and

around the world, both in print and online. The

articles were provided in a 600 MB Microsoft Access

database and dated from September 1999 to April

2000 for a total of 331,156 news articles. Currently,

the articles are assigned into a main section and seven

subsections each day. The main section consists of the

newspaper’s front page and news not assigned to any

of the seven subsections. As news articles accumulate

over time, it becomes difficult for any user to browse

within any subsection, as evidenced by the large

number of news articles in Table 1, which incorpo-

rates a collection of less than 1 year.

The news primarily focused on Taiwanese local

interests; regional and international news is included if

sufficient interest is expressed by readers. For exam-

ple, regional and international politics, finances, and

major events are covered regularly. In addition, many

readers follow the news of U.S. National Basketball

Association (NBA) games in the Sports section and

the activities of Hollywood actors and actresses are

reported in the Entertainment subsection.

3.3. Knowledge map visualization

The NewsMap visualization interface (Fig. 3)

includes both a 1D alphabetical expandable hierarchi-

cal list and a 2D SOM island display, because list-
Table 1

Distribution of news articles in different sections

Section Articles

Main 216,217

(1) Health 6343

(2) Finance 63,386

(3) Sports 18,050

(4) Society 4340

(5) Lifestyle 7956

(6) Entertainment 10,151

(7) Travel 4713

Total 331,156
oriented users and spatially oriented users may per-

form better in one than in the other.

The advantage of the 2D SOM display is that the

spatial proximity between categories corresponds with

their semantic proximity. Furthermore, the 2D SOM

display is improved by introducing an ocean-and-

island metaphor that is more intuitive and conveys

more visual clues. Each category appears as an island

in the ocean, with a surrounding light blue color to

represent shallow water and different layers of green

shades to indicate the number of depth in the levels of

subcategories. Another visual clue is that the size of

the island gives an estimate of the number of news

articles contained in the category.

When the user first enters the system, the top-level

knowledge map always shows up, which is the map at

the top of Fig. 3. The circled category of ‘‘semicon-

ductor’’ ( ) has three layers of green shades, which

indicates that the user can click on the category and go

down two more levels. As the user clicks on this

category, both the 1D and 2D displays are updated.

In the 1D display, the hierarchical list is expanded and

the selected category is highlighted. The 2D display is

replaced by the newly selected sub-level map for

‘‘semiconductor’’ ( ). The traversal path is shown

just above the 2D display to remind the user of his/her

current position. The interface also provides a back

button, so the user can get back to the previous screen

easily. All the categories at the lowest level are

represented by a light green shade, which will bring

up the news articles when the user double-clicks on it.

Fig. 3 shows a series of views of the Financial

NewsMap, which reacts to the user’s clicking on

selected categories. On each map, similar categories

are placed close to each other. For example, on the top

level, ‘‘semiconductor’’ ( ), ‘‘Taiwan Semiconduc-

tor Manufacturing’’ ( ), ‘‘electronic stocks’’ ( ),

and ‘‘high-tech’’ ( ) are placed close to each other,

because they describe the high-tech industry in Taiwan.

On the other hand, ‘‘Ministry of Economic Affairs’’

( ), ‘‘income tax’’ ( ), ‘‘real estate properties’’

( ), ‘‘the Kuomintang’’ ( ), and ‘‘Council for

Economic Planning and Development’’ ( ) are all

representative of government business involvement

and are placed at the upper right hand corner.

As the user zooms into the second level for

‘‘semiconductor’’ ( ), other meaningful subcatego-

ries show up, such as ‘‘Intel’’ ( ), ‘‘computer



Fig. 3. The knowledge map visualization for NewsMap. The example shows the user clicks through different sub-levels to the news articles.
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memory’’ ( ), ‘‘Personal Computer’’ ( ), and

‘‘the Internet’’ ( ). Next, the user can zoom into

the third level for ‘‘Taiwan Semiconductor Manufac-

turing’’ ( ), where he/she can see its competitors
‘‘Mosel Vitelic’’ ( ) and ‘‘Winbond’’ ( ). When

the user double-clicks on its CEO ‘‘Morris Chang’’

( ), it brings up all the news articles with all the

labels of selected categories being highlighted in red.
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4. Evaluating quality of knowledge map

In order to determine the quality of the knowl-

edge map generated by our approach, we conducted

an experiment that compared the system-generated

list of categories with those generated by the

Taiwanese news readers. Our proposed research

question is: Are the categories in the hierarchical

knowledge map created by the NewsMap system

comparable to categories created by readers?

4.1. Experiment design and procedure

Based on our past research in SOM, we be-

lieved that SOM would be able to perform com-

parably with an average human subject for a

categorization task. The reason for this is that

when SOM creates a knowledge map, it is more

comprehensive by using important indexing terms

generated from actual news content. On the other

hand, although an average reader has more sophis-

ticated mental processing capability, he/she may

generate a map that is less comprehensive because

he/she is limited by his/her ability to recall impor-

tant related topics. Therefore, we hypothesize that

NewsMap would produce better topic recall and

precision than human readers from actual news

articles:

� H1a: NewsMap has better recall at the top level.
� H1b: NewsMap has better recall at the sub-level.
� H2a: NewsMap has better precision at the top

level.
� H2b: NewsMap has better precision at the sub-level.

The experiment measured recall and precision of

topics generated by our system and human readers.

Recall is a measure of thoroughness or the ratio of

correct selection to the answer set.

subject recall

¼ number of categories selected by both subjects and expert

number of categories selected by expert

subject recall

¼ number of categories selected by both system and expert

number of categories selected by expert
On the other hand, precision is a measure of

accuracy or the ratio of correct selection to the

selection set.

subject precision

¼ number of categories selected by both subjects and expert

number of categories generated by subject

subject precision

¼ number of categories selected by both system and expert

number of categories generated by subject

Since there is no well-established hierarchical

knowledge map for news articles that can serve as the

benchmark for comparison, the experiment employed

two experts to create a standard answer key fromwhich

the recall and precision values could be calculated. The

experts were a Taiwanese PhD student and an experi-

enced Taiwanese business executive who had lived in

Taiwan for more than 20 years, and read Taiwanese

news online every day. The procedure used to create the

answer key was as follows.

Once all the subjects had completed the experi-

ments, the lists from both the system and the subjects

were combined for each separate section on top-level

and various sub-levels. In order to make the universe of

answers more complete, the domain experts had been

asked to come up with their own list of 15 to 25

categories. They then independently created a standard

answer key based on their own list and the combined

lists. The combined lists were sorted in alphabetically

order such that they could not identify whether the

categories came from the system or subjects. Some

categories were considered equivalent, due to abbrevi-

ation or alternate wording. After the experts compiled

their own answer keys, they compared and debated

with each other to create a standard answer key which

was used as the benchmark for comparison.

The experiment tried to limit the scope to only the

finance and health subsections, considered to be

relevant to most readers. Below is the experiment

procedure.

1. To evaluate the top level knowledge map, the task

was to ask a subject to write down, from his/her

memory, a list of 15 to 25 categories that he/she

thought best corresponded to the section of news

articles that appeared in newspapers the subject had



Table 3

Precision measure comparison

Level System (%) Human (%) N Pairwise p-value

Top-level 15.6 19.9 60 0.0012*

Sub-level 32.1 21.2 120 0.0000*

* Statistically significant.
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read in the past. The range 15 to 25 was chosen

because it is comparable to the number of

categories generated by the system and it would

be sufficient to provide topic coverage.

2. To evaluate the sub-level knowledge map, two

categories were randomly chosen from the top-

level map, and the task was to ask the subject to list

15 to 25 subcategories that best described each of

the two categories.

Each subject was given a total of six tasks, with

one top-level task and two sub-level tasks in both the

finance and health sections. The experiment subjects

performed all the tasks without the help of external

resources. The subject was told to take as much time

as necessary. The selected sub-level categories for the

finance section were ‘‘the Internet’’ ( ), ‘‘semi-

conductor’’ ( ), ‘‘insurance companies’’ ( ),

and ‘‘Ministry of Economic Affairs’’ ( ), whereas

the health section had ‘‘diabetes’’ ( ), ‘‘pregnan-

cy’’ ( ), ‘‘eye’’ ( ), and ‘‘joint’’ ( ).

Since the news articles originated from Taiwan and

contained topics of local interest, the experiment was

conducted using 30 Taiwanese students as experiment

subjects.

4.2. Results and discussion

In the pilot study, there had been one Chinese

student, but we soon found that the vocabulary differ-

ences between China and Taiwan were more complex

than a difference between simplified and traditional

characters. For example, the Chinese name of ‘‘Van-

guard International Semiconductor’’ ( ) was un-

derstood literally as ‘‘world advanced’’ for Chinese

people, yet the Taiwanese instantly recognize it as a

leading semiconductor company. In fact, these less

obvious differences caused some subjects to spend a

lot of time figuring out the meaning of the categories.

Therefore, the experiment used only Taiwanese stu-

dents as subjects.
Table 2

Recall measure comparison

Level System (%) Human (%) N Pairwise p-value

Top-level 20.9 19.3 60 0.1298

Sub-level 24.3 18.0 120 0.0000*

* Statistically significant.
After the experts had produced the standard answer

key, recall and precision were calculated for both

system and subjects.

Tables 2 and 3 show that the data supported all the

hypotheses with a confidence level of 0.05.

Table 4 shows the categories selected by the

experts, the system, and a sample subject for the

sub-level category ‘‘semiconductor’’ ( ). The top

half of the table shows the matches between the

experts and the system or the subject, and the bottom

half simply lists the other non-matching categories.

The categories selected by the experts were represen-

tative of the semiconductor industry.

4.2.1. Recall

The difference between system recall and human

recall was not significant on the top level (rejecting

H1a), but was significant on the sub-level (accepting

H1b). We believe the reason was that on the top level,

the potential pool of candidates was larger so the

subjects had more difficulty in recalling the categories

from their memory. However, on the sub-level, the

subjects had less difficulty because they were focus-

ing on a more specific category.

For example, Table 4 shows seven categories

selected by the system matched the experts’ selection.

Only five categories selected by the subject matched

the experts’ selection. Therefore, the system recall was

higher than the subject recall, because the system was

able to select from top 1000 indexing terms during the

training, while the subject was limited by his/her own

knowledge and working memory. Interestingly, two

additional categories, ‘‘Winbond’’ ( ) and ‘‘Morris

Chang’’ ( , chairman of Taiwan Semiconductor

Manufacturing ) later appeared in one of the system-

generated subcategories ‘‘Taiwan Semiconductor

Manufacturing Company’’ ( ).

4.2.2. Precision

The system precision is significantly lower than

human precision on the top level (rejecting H2a), but



Table 4

Comparing the terms selected by expert, system, and a sample subject for the category ‘‘semiconductor’’

Top half shows matches between expert and system or subject. The equivalent categories are marked with *.
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the reverse is true on the sub-level (accepting H2b).

On the top-level, the system might not match many of

the humans’ common-sense top-level categories, so

the system performed poorly in precision compared to

human subjects. We believe the reason might be that

the domain-specific terms extracted by the system

help more in the more specific sub-levels than in the

more general top level.

For example, Table 4 shows that for a sub-level

category, half of the categories selected by the system

matched the experts’ selections, whereas only about

one-third of the categories selected by the subject

matched the experts’ selections. Therefore, the system

precision was higher than the subject precision.
5. Evaluating visualization

While the previous section evaluated the quality of

the knowledge map generated, this section presents an

experiment investigating the effectiveness of the map
interface in conveying the knowledge map to its users.

The 1D alphabetically ordered subject hierarchy has a

long history of delivering information having hierar-

chical relationships, but an entire list can become

unmanageable as the size of hierarchy increases. In

addition, the 1D display does not display information

about semantic relationships among siblings. On the

other hand, the 2D display of SOM not only presents

semantic proximity through spatial proximity, but also

utilizes visual cues such as size and color to deliver

rich information about each category. For instance, the

size of each category on a map indicates the number

of documents within that category, while the colors

specify how deep a user can go along a sub-tree.

However, the effectiveness of a hierarchical SOM

was not supported by a previous empirical study that

found users getting lost during browsing of noisy

Internet web pages [8]. NewsMap, which was gener-

ated by using a much more precise and coherent news

article testbed, adds a path indicator on the top of the

map to specify the position of the map under inves-
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tigation in the hierarchy. We hope such improvements,

along with other visual cues such as color and size,

show the differences between a 1D and a 2D SOM

display in facilitating different information acquisition

and evaluation tasks.

5.1. Experiment design and procedure

Previous human–computer interaction (HCI) re-

search has provided a low-level, domain-independent

taxonomy of tasks that users can perform when con-

fronted with an interface, such as associate, cluster,

compare, identify, locate, rank, etc. [39,43]. The ‘‘de-

featuring’’ approach maps the domain-independent

taxonomy of tasks into a specific domain. Such map-

ping ensures that only the visualization component will

be evaluated. Because this approach has been shown to

be valuable in evaluating a graphical interface [28], we

adopted it to evaluate the interface of NewsMap instead

of conducting a conventional usability test. We believe

understanding the differences between the two inter-

faces in supporting different types of tasks may provide

argument for selecting the NewsMap as an alternative

interface. Based on the information and the function-

ality provided by the graphical interface, we selected

three types of task whose definition and example tasks

are presented in Table 5.

The experiment involved 20 subjects who are

students from Taiwan. A subject completed two ses-

sions: Finance News SOM vs. 1D display and Health

News SOM vs. 1D display. Two sets of task were

designed for each session and each task set contained

three tasks to cover the three task types. During each

session, a subject used one type of interface to finish a

task set and used another interface to finish the second

task set. The order of using interface type and the
Table 5

Definitions and example tasks of the three types selected
session order were randomly assigned to each subject.

In addition, the task set was also randomly assigned to

an interface type. During the experiment, subjects

could take as long as they wanted to accomplish a

task, but had to finish tasks one by one. Looking ahead

was not allowed.

Since a subject could find correct answers using

either interface type, task completion time alone was

used to measure efficiency of the two interface types.

During and after each session, a subject was encour-

aged to think aloud and gave feedback on the interface

used.

5.2. Results and discussion

A one-way ANOVA test was run to compare the

difference between the 1D and 2D displays and results

were shown in Table 6. The two interface types were

considered to have significant difference when the P

value was smaller than 0.05. The experiment results

were analyzed based on task types.

� Identify tasks required subject to search the

hierarchy and browse the sub-categories of a

category. Either of the interface type required only

one click to display sub-categories of a category of

interest. A subject then browsed the sub-categories

over a list or a SOM map to obtain the answer. It

appeared that this task was easy for both interface

types and no significant difference was found

between the 1D and 2D interfaces in the identify

task.
� Compare tasks required a subject to do a sibling

comparison. He/she needed to traverse the hie-

rarchy to the correct level of comparison. The

visual cues provided by the SOM map made it



Table 6

Task completion time (in seconds) as measure of efficiency

Level 1D (s) 2D (s) p-value

Identify 20.32 18.23 0.38

Compare 63.85 28.62 0.00*

Associate 53.12 55.30 0.43

* Statistically significant.
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easier for a subject to accomplish this task. The

color shade of a category indicated how deep the

sub-tree was, whereas it took a subject several

clicks to figure out how many levels of the 1D

interface he/she could go down. As a result, using a

2D interface was significantly more efficient in

accomplishing the compare task than its 1D

counterpart.
� Associate tasks asked a subject to identify the

ancestor-descendent relationships among different

nodes. This is more complicated than the other two

task types. Both the 1D and 2D interfaces took the

same number of clicks for a subject to get correct

answer if he/she was on the correct path. However,

it usually took several clicks for a subject to get on

the right path. A subject experienced overload

when scrolling back and forth on a 1D interface. At

the same time, he/she had difficulty in remember-

ing which sub-trees had been traversed when the

SOM map was used. Overall, no significant

difference was found between the two interface

types in associate task.

Based on subjects’ feedback and our observation,

both interface types had their own advantages and

disadvantages. Subjects liked the 1D display because

they were accustomed to the folders arrangement

through familiarity with the Microsoft Windows en-

vironment. It was easier to find a correct path sys-

tematically when using a 1D display. On the other

hand, the 2D SOM map provided more visual cues

and delivered richer information about each node

within a hierarchy. It used spatial location for the

semantic relationship among categories, size for the

number of documents within a category, and color

shades for the number of levels beneath a category.

Those features enable easy sibling comparison. Based

on the experiment results, it appears that the best

strategy for using the NewsMap interface is to use the

1D display for the path management when traversing
the hierarchy and to utilize the 2D SOM map to

compare categories on the same level. The combina-

tion of 1D and 2D displays appears to be a promising

approach to displaying knowledge structures with

hierarchical relationships.
6. Conclusions and future directions

This research attempted to create high-quality

hierarchical knowledge maps and to suggest effective

map-based visualizations. We employed an automatic

approach to generating hierarchical knowledge maps

by using a statistical Chinese Indexer to represent

news articles as a vector of phrases and a neural-

network SOM Categorizer to reduce high dimensional

vector space onto two-dimensional hierarchical

knowledge maps. The first experiment showed that

the categories generated by the system performed

significantly better than the categories generated by

human subjects in terms of recall and precision on the

sub-level categories, but not on the top-level catego-

ries. The system was partially successful in capturing

key indexing terms and reducing the high dimensional

vector space representation into a two-dimensional

map, thus overcoming the limitations of a human

working memory. The second visualization experi-

ment showed that meaningful visual cues in the

display could reduce the time needed for task com-

pletion. For other tasks, both displays performed

similarly. However, some users were used to 1D,

while others preferred 2D. Our future research will

try to incorporate the best features of one display into

the other, so that a combination of both displays can

better serve the users’ needs in the future.

This research also represents the first step toward

successfully extending this approach beyond the En-

glish-language to Chinese-language information anal-

ysis and visualization. Our language-independent

indexing method combined with the generic SOM

categorization technique potentially can be extended

to analysis of many other knowledge sources in

different languages. By relying on Java’s Unicode

capability, a new Java implementation of the PAT-Tree

Phrase Extraction has been completed, and new re-

search is under way to apply this approach to Spanish,

Tamil and English to determine its external validity.

Furthermore, a multilingual entity extraction system
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could be developed to support ‘‘business intelligence’’

by answering more targeted questions, such as ‘‘What

are the major acquisitions of company X?’’ and ‘‘Who

are the major competitors of company X?’’.
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